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SAE gains Special Consultative Status with 
United Nations
After a nearly 18-month process to gain 
Special Consultative Status with the United 
Nations as a Non-Governmental 
Organization (NGO), SAE International 
recently received a unanimous 
recommendation from the UN’s Economic 
and Social Council (ECOSOC) NGO 
Committee’s 19 member states.

Being granted this status enables SAE’s 
active participation in the forums in the 
ECOSOC—one of the four divisions of the 
UN. The designation will allow SAE to 
present papers and data for consideration 
and discussion and allow SAE to attend any 
meeting the ECOSOC holds.

SAE applied for this status with the UN 
to participate in a variety of work programs 
in surface, air and multimodal transport; 
environmental and energy issues; and 
matters related to cybersecurity and 
accessibility for the disabled.

Bill Gouse, SAE’s Director, Federal 
Program Development, has been working 
since early 2016 on the lengthy application 
process to achieve Special Consultative 
Status. With the new status, SAE’s 
participation with the UN Economic 
Commission for Europe (ECE) Sustainable 
Transport Division will initially be with the 
Global Forum for Road Traffic Safety in 
Working Party 1 and the World Forum for 

the Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations in 
Working Party 29. The working parties have 
two or three high-level main meetings each 
year in Geneva and New York, along with 
specialized meetings held in other locations.

In commenting on the newly achieved 
status, SAE’s Director of Ground Vehicle 
Standards, Jack Pokrzywa, said: “SAE’s 
standards community represents umatched 
repository of engineering knowledge which 
will now be able, through SAE’s presence at 
the regulatory table, to provide technolog-
ical feedback to the regulatory Working 
Parties.” 

SAE’s Bill Gouse during a presentation to the NGO 
Committee’s 19 member states at UN headquarters 
in New York.
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U.S. Dept. of Transportation issues new 
autonomous-vehicle guidelines

It’s what the auto and tech industries have 
been anticipating for months: the U.S. 
Department of Transportation on Sept. 12 
released a new voluntary-guidelines 
document for autonomous-vehicle 
development called “Automated Driving 
Systems 2.0: A Vision for Safety.” It is 
expected the document will be widely 

viewed both as a rulebook and a telegraph 
of the future direction of the federal 
regulatory posture on automated driving.

Specifically, the DOT said the new 
voluntary guidance found in A Vision for 
Safety 2.0 accomplishes the following:
• Focuses on SAE International Levels of 

Automation 3-5 – Automated Driving 

New DOT guidelines seek to establish structure for the breakneck pace of autonomous-vehicle 
development, including 3D lidar technology.

Photo credit: Continental
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Systems (ADSs) – Conditional, High, and 
Full Automation.

• Clarifies the guidance process in stating 
that entities do not need to wait to test 
or deploy their ADS technologies.

• Revises unnecessary design elements 
from the safety self-assessment.

• Aligns Federal Guidance with the latest 
developments and industry terminology.

• Clarifies Federal and State roles going 
forward.
In the new document’s introductory 

message, DOT Secretary Elaine Cho said, 
“The U.S. Department of Transportation has 
a role to play in building and shaping this 
future by developing a regulatory 
framework that encourages, rather than 

hampers, the safe development, testing and 
deployment of automated-vehicle 
technology. Accordingly, the Department is 
releasing A Vision for Safety to promote 
improvements in safety, mobility, and 
efficiency through ADSs” (automated 
driving systems).

Chao noted that more than 35,000 
people perish each year in U.S. vehicle 
crashes. Research by DOT's National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration unit 
shows that about 94% of serious crashes 
are caused by human error. "So automated 
driving systems hold the promise of 
significantly reducing these errors, saving 
tens of thousands of lives," she said. 

A Vision for Safety 2.0, the DOT said, 
replaces the Federal Automated Vehicle 
Policy released just last year – and comes as 
both houses of Congress work to develop 
draft legislation for automated driving. Just 
prior to the DOT’s issuance of A Vision for 
Safety 2.0, the U.S. House of 
Representatives was considering legislation 
dubbed the SELF DRIVE Act that seeks to 
create a stable and benevolent regulatory 
framework for autonomous-vehicle 
development.

A Vision for Safety 2.0 presents the 
DOT’s nonregulatory posture regarding 
automated-vehicle technology safety in two 
primary sections and uses as its foundation 
the SAE’s federally recognized levels of 

New DOT guidelines cover technology that falls 
under Levels 3-5 of the federally adopted SAE 
automated-vehicle classification.
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automation. The DOT intrinsically sees 
automated driving as encompassing 
systems used in SAE automated-driving 
Levels 3-5.

Section )ne of A Vison for Safety is titled 
Voluntary Guidance for Automated Driving 
Systems. It describes a dozen “priority 
safety design elements for consideration,” 
including vehicle cybersecurity, human-
machine interface, crashworthiness, 
consumer education and training, and post-
crash ADS behavior.

The second section is Technical 
Assistance to States, Best Practices for 
Legislatures Regarding Automated Driving 
Systems (Best Practices). This section will 
likely be relentlessly scrutinized for its 
language that “clarifies and delineates 
Federal and State roles in the regulation of 
ADSs”—and continues by stressing, “NHTSA 
remains responsible for regulating the 
safety design and performance aspects of 
motor vehicles and motor vehicle 
equipment; States continue to be 
responsible for regulating the human driver 
and vehicle operations.”

Among the aspects of autonomous-
vehicle development addressed are 
parameters for: the operational design 
domain (ODD), object and event detection 
and response, the human-machine interface 
(HMI), and data recording.

Intel’s Doug Davis, senior vice president 

and general manager of the company’s 
Automated Driving Group, responded in an 
issued release, “I applaud the leadership of 
Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao for 
her focused work to revise the nation¹s 
Automated Vehicle Guidelines for the safe 
testing and deployment of self-driving 
vehicles. I also commend the recent passage 
of the SELF DRIVE Act in the U.S. House of 
Representatives. Such focus on self-driving 
vehicle policy drives us closer to Intel's 
vision for autonomous transportation — 
including zero accidents and mobility for all. 
I look forward to fully reviewing Secretary 
Chao’s revised Autonomous Vehicle 
Guidelines and working with her and the 
Department of Transportation to pave the 
way to our safer autonomous future.

The full text of the DOT’s 26-page 
“Automated Driving Systems 2.0: A Vision 
for Safety,” can be viewed and downloaded 
here: nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/
documents/13069a-ads2.0_090617_v9a_
tag.pdf. 

By Bill Visnic, Editorial Director, SAE Magazines
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The SAE Battelle CyberAuto Challenge 
successfully hosted 34 students for a 5-day-
long program highlighted by a 24-hour 
hack-a-thon on August 6-11, 2017 at 
Macomb Community College in Warren, 
Mich. Now in its sixth year, the CyberAuto 
Challenge is a groundbreaking event in 
automotive cybersecurity which has been 
cited by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration as a positive example of 
educational competitions that include 

cybersecurity elements.
The CyberAuto Challenge brought 

together teams composed of students, 
industry and cyber professionals. They 
worked on real cars to find solutions to real 
challenges regarding cybersecurity for 
automobiles, providing industry 
professionals with fresh perspectives while 
forging the next generation of cyber-auto 
engineers. Students participated in a series 
of instructor-led, practical learning sessions 

Among the learning experiences for the student participants at this annual event 
was an all-night hackathon.

Learning goes both ways at  
SAE Battelle CyberAuto Challenge
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and discussions along with hands-on work 
and a special networking event with leading 
cybersecurity experts.

The Challenge fostered collaboration and 
creativity among different cross-sectors of 
the automotive and cybersecurity industries 
while identifying automotive cybersecurity 
trends and developing talent in a new 
technical discipline in a high-tech industry.

High school and college students went 
through an application process requiring 
nomination submissions and preparatory 
educational screening sessions online to be 

eligible to participate. Screening sessions 
included subjects such as cryptography, 
automotive communications protocols, and 
programming basics. The top-scoring 
applicants were then selected to participate.

Adam Moskey, a Ph.D. student at George 
Mason University in the Department of 
Mathematical Sciences, was one of those 
student participants. He found the 
networking aspect of the Challenge to be 
invaluable. “There were ample occasions to 
meet with industry leaders, government 
officials, and security researchers,” he said. 

Participants of the SAE Battelle CyberAuto Challenge man their cyber stations.
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taking cybersecurity seriously. Whereas in 
the past, it was ‘security by obscurity.’ The 
[event] demonstrates the commitment that 
is necessary to ensure the safety, privacy, 
and security as automotive manufacturers 
produce the next generation of connected 
vehicles. Personally, I now view vehicles 
through the eyes of a security researcher 
and penetration tester. In fact, the 
CyberAuto Challenge has made me keenly 
aware of the attack surface on my own car 
and, consequently, the potential 
vulnerabilities that could be exploited.”

The CyberAuto Challenge is free for 
selected students to attend, but only 
through the support of sponsors. 2017 
sponsors included Ford, General Motors, 
Mitsubishi Motors, Argus, Auto Alliance, 
Cloakware, Delphi, DENSO Corporation, DG 
Technologies, ESG Automotive, FusionX, 
IntrepidCS, Lear Corporation, Planet M, ZF 
Friedrichshafen AG, Fiat Chrysler 
Automobiles, Marcomb Community College, 
Michigan Cyber Range, Square One 
Education Network, and Wayne State 
University.

GM has been involved with this event 
since its first year, 2012, with its 
participation and sponsorship levels 
increasing year over year. For the past two 
years, it has been an OEM sponsor providing 
a learning platform, instructors, and red 
team participants.

“This event provides significant value to 

For student participant Adam Moskey, “participating 
in the CyberAuto Challenge was so enlightening that 
my academic advisor and I are currently exploring 
how we can create mathematical models to address 
such topics as vehicle traffic dynamics with respect 
to ADAS (advanced driver assistance systems) using 
MATLAB and Simulink.

“The individual conversations that I had 
with them allowed me to gain valuable 
insight into the current state of automotive 
cybersecurity. After the CyberAuto 
Challenge, I have been in contact with a 
number of professionals who have offered 
guidance and mentorship as I seek to 
pursue a career in the automotive industry. 
Either through legal, policy, governmental, 
industrial, or academics, I have greatly 
benefited from each conversation.”

The main lesson learned, Moseky 
reported, is that “the automotive industry is 
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GM in several ways,” said Kevin Baltes, CISSP, 
Director & CISO - Product Cybersecurity, GM 
“First, it’s a great way to demonstrate our 
leadership and commitment to customer 
safety. Cybersecurity is an automotive 
industry challenge, and GM takes it very 
seriously. We’ve devoted a large global 
organization to address it. Second, we get to 
work side-by-side with some of the sharpest 
high school and college students who 
provide an inquisitive outside view on 
matters. So the learning goes both ways.”

“It’s no secret that finding qualified 
engineers that want to work in the 
automotive industry in the Midwest is a 

challenge,” Baltes continued. “We hope to 
forge relationships with the student 
participants and have it lead to future 
employment at GM.”

Dave Connett and Justin Montalbano of 
Delphi taught the “Attacking Wireless 
Interfaces” class to the students of the 
challenge. Delphi also had engineers on 
teams supporting the students. “Our 
motivation for participating in this event is 
multifaceted,” said Montalbano. “We see it 
as a great opportunity for recruiting 
purposes—a chance to show Delphi as a 
leader in cybersecurity and a forum to 
educate the future workforce on the 

34 students participated in the 5-day-long program.
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importance of cybersecurity in general.”
Delphi expects recruiting opportunities, 

new business contact opportunities and 
raised awareness on what’s new in 
cybersecurity, said Montalbano. “We 
consider the event very successful.”

Looking back at his CyberAuto 
Challenge participation, Moskey said “It was 
a privilege to have the guidance and 
experience from OEM and supplier 
engineers, government representatives, 
STEM educators, and security researchers. 
In addition to the hands-on experience for 
the students, we were able to network with 
professionals and experts in their 
specialized fields. The conversations proved 
to be insightful. We conversed about their 
personal experiences in automotive 
cybersecurity, as well as the prospects and 

trends for up-and-coming workforce needs; 
this included how we can be more involved 
and what types of skills are necessary to 
become an automotive cybersecurity 
specialist.”

The CyberAuto Challenge was, to put it 
simply, some of the most fun I have ever 
had,” Moskey said.

For more information about the SAE 
Battelle CyberAuto Challenge, please visit 
sae.org/cyberauto.

For information on sponsorship 
opportunities for the 2018 event, please 
contact Linda Wagner at +1.724.772.4062 or 
linda.wagner@sae.org. 

By Patrick Ponticel, Update editor

Learning goes both ways at 
SAE Battelle CyberAuto ChallengeCOVER STORY

Beyond his participation in 
the CyberAuto Challenge, 

GM’s Kevin Baltes has been 
involved in the SAE 

Presidential Cybersecurity 
Roundtable, SAE WCX, 
SAE Content Advisory 

Group, and the “Problem 
Challenge Workshop” SAE 
sponsored in cooperation 
with the Carnegie Mellon 

University’s CERT Division 
of the Software 

Engineering Institute (SEI).

http://www.sae.org/cyberauto
mailto:linda.wagner@sae.org?subject=CyberAuto%20Challenge%202018%20Sponsorship
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SAE Ground Vehicle Reliability Committee 
seeks new members

The SAE Ground Vehicle Reliability 
Committee will meet on Tuesday, Jan. 23, 
2018, at the Silver Legacy Resort Casino in 
Reno, Nevada—hopefully, with some new 
members.

The committee seeks subject matter 
experts interested in helping to write SAE 
standards on system level reliability 
assessment and improvement, to join the 
committee in this valuable work. It is 
exploring reliability in new and interesting 
ways, and hopes to benefit all ground-
vehicle stakeholders with better ways to 
have reliable vehicles.

The Jan. 23 meeting is at the same 
location as the 2018 Reliability and 
Maintainability Symposium, Jan. 22-25, 
2018. The committee meeting will take 
place from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Pacific 
Time in the Mezzanine Silver Baron 1 room.

The committee has been the work group 
in SAE that addresses issues of uncertainty, 

structural durability, and structural reliability 
of ground vehicles since spring 2003. The 
committee also has software reliability, 
electronics reliability of ground vehicles and 
reliability of ground robots in its portfolio.

The Jan. 23 meeting will provide an 
excellent industry/government/academia 
forum to review applications of physics of 
failure technology; reliability and 
probabilistic technology; reliability/
possibility based design methods; and 
fatigue prediction to ground vehicles.

For more information on the Ground 
Vehicle Reliability Committee, contact Dr. 
Dmitry Tananko at tanankod@gdls.com or 
Dr. David Lamb at david.a.lamb40.civ@mail.
mil.

Additional information regarding the 
2018 RAMS can be found at Caution-
Caution-http://www.rams.org/. 

STANDARDS & 
COMMITTEES

mailto:tanankod@gdls.com
mailto:david.a.lamb40.civ@mail.mil
mailto:david.a.lamb40.civ@mail.mil
http://www.rams.org/
http://www.rams.org/
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SAE works with ISO to revise J3016
SAE continues to be the leader in 
development of automotive cybersecurity 
standards and is a much sought-after 
partner with other SDOs, industry 
associations, governments and international 
consortia. A recent example is a new Joint 
Working Group (JWG) between SAE and 
ISO, which brings together members of the 
SAE On-Road Automated Driving Committee 
(ORAD) and ISO Technical Committee 204, 
Working Group 14 (TC204/WG14- Intelligent 
Transportation Systems, Vehicle/roadway 
warning and control systems).  

The JWG will begin jointly revising the 
SAE J3016 Standard, which has been the go-
to document for the terms, definitions, and 
descriptions of the AV taxonomy (levels of 
automation). The kick-off meeting will be at 
the ISO TC204 meeting Oct 25, 2017, in San 
Antonio, TX. This is the second joint standards 
work item SAE and ISO have begun.

The first one started in October 2016 and 
relates to SAE J3061 Cybersecurity 
Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle 
Systems.  

As background: SAE has a new 

Identified Common Work Areas for SAE and ISO

Specific  
topics

SAE J 
Number

ISO 
Number

Scope

Wireless Power 
Transfer

SAE J2954 ISO 19363 Establishes minimum performance and safety criteria for wireless 
charging of electric and plug-in vehicles. Team to create a 
technology matrix to initially evaluate multiple technologies 
(inductive, magnetic resonance, etc.) and end up on a common 
approach: charging locations, residential, on-road (parking lot, 
roadway)—Level 1, 2, 3 Charging.

V2G 
Interoperability

SAE J2953 ISO15118 Establishes requirements and specifications by which a specific 
plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) and electric vehicle supply 
equipment (EVSE) pair can be considered interoperable. The test 
procedures are further described in J2953/2.

Vehicle 
automation 
levels

SAE J3016 ISO DTR 
20545

This Information Report provides a taxonomy for motor vehicle 
automation ranging in level from no automation to full automation.

Cybersecurity SAE J3061 2 NWIPS Cybersecurity Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle Systems 
establishes a set of high-level guiding principles for cybersecurity 
as it relates to cyber-physical vehicle systems.

STANDARDS & COMMITTEES
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partnership with ISO called the Partner 
Standards Developing Organization 
Agreement that was agreed to in September 
2017 and lays out how the two organizations 
will work together to produce jointly 
developed and published standards. The 
purpose for us working together is to 
strengthen the breadth and depth of 
international input to our standards. The 
target ISO committees are TC204 and TC22 
(Road Vehicles).

The technical leads for the new JWG will 
be:

• For SAE: Barbara Wendling (Mercedes 
Benz Research & Development North 
America), Chair of SAE’s On-Road 
Automated Driving (ORAD) Definitions 
Task Force.  Barb led development of 
J3016.

• For ISO:  Masanori Misumi (Mazda 
Technical Research Center), Convener 
of  TC204 WG14 (Vehicle/roadway 
warning and control systems) from the 
ISO side. 

STANDARDS & COMMITTEES
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TRANSMISSION 
AND DRIVELINE 
TECHNOLOGIES 
SYMPOSIUM
November 14–15, 2017 | Dearborn, MI, USA 
Ford Conference Center

Don't miss your chance. 
Join us for critical updates 
on technologies in the 
transmission and driveline 
industries, valuable networking 
opportunities and the chance 
to experience the newest 
technologies and service 
solutions in the industry. 

Register today at  
sae.org/transmission

www.sae.org/transmission
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DOSSIER: Steve Timmins of the University of 
Delaware

Profiled in this month’s Dossier is Steve 
Timmins, who is busy with three 
occupations at the moment. In addition to 
running his own 5,000-square-foot shop, 
Instant-G, dedicated to Porsche engine 
building and vehicle track preparation, the 
Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from the 
University of Delaware (UD) holds two 
positions at his alma mater. He works in the 
Central Information Technologies group as a 
systems support consultant, managing 
computing systems, servers, etc. He also is a 

faculty member, teaching the Formula SAE 
part of the Senior Design course and other 
motorsports-related courses.

He developed an interest in cars at age 
15, pumping fuel and doing repair jobs at a 
gas station. His love for Porsche led to him 
becoming a Porsche-club track driver in 
1988. He’s been a instructor since 1991, often 
being called upon to give trackside in-class 
lectures and to teach other instructors in 
vehicle dynamics.

The University of Delaware Formula SAE team, with U.S. Sen. Chris Coons in the driver’s seat.

http://instant-g.com
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What is the most interesting activity you 
are engaged in at the moment?
Developing a GT3 and 911turbo (2001-2007) 
conversion for early Porsche 911—450-800 
horsepower in a 2000-pound street-legal 
car.

What past activity, accomplishment, or 
memory gives you the most satisfaction?
My Porsche business. Developing new 
products such as braking systems, engine 
conversions, tuning with aftermarket ECUs, 
developing exhaust systems, etc. The 
business literally springs out of a love for 
cars, and I actually worked on customer cars 
in my driveway before building the shop.

How does SAE figure in your organization 
and in your specific job?
My faculty role at UD centers around the 
Formula SAE effort. I was asked to teach a 

duo of courses at the FSAE Student 
Organization’s request in 2000, and in 2006 I 
became club advisor, even though my 
position is as part-time faculty. In 2010, we 
developed a new course, FSAE Senior 
Design, which has 16 students developing the 
FSAE fossil-fuel car as their capstone course 
requirement. In 2013, we added a second 
club, FSAE-EV, whose goal is to develop an 
electric car for SAE Formula competition.

Steve and Lydia’s 
wedding day, 
June 17, 1995.

Steve on the track at Watkins Glen, circa 2012.
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Is SAE useful to you in your job? 
FSAE has been the basis for my faculty 
position at UD. We are now in the process of 
offering an Automotive Engineering 
concentration, beginning with the 2018-19 
school year.

Has any single SAE Member been 
particularly helpful or inspirational to you?
All of my students and their very hard work 
for the past eleven years!!

What advice can you offer SAE Members?
Join SAE and participate in FSAE as an 
industry advisor to your local university, if at 
all possible. We are in constant need of 
outside evaluators to assist students with 
critiquing their designs from an engineering 
standpoint.

What do you like to do in your free time?
Raising kids, racing Porsches (track) and, 
when I get the time, working on my own 
collection of 20+ Porsche 911s.

Is there anything else about yourself that 
you’d like readers to know about your SAE 
Membership experience or your personal 
or professional life?
As I said, my life revolves around FSAE, 
Porsches and Family, not necessarily in that 
order! I maintain a balance and encourage 
youth.  I usually employ one or two students 
a year in the shop. It’s always a two-way 
learning experience. 

A selection of parts for use in Timmins’s Porsche shop.
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GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
MEETING
January 24-26, 2018
Washington, DC
sae.org/gim

SAFETY • ENVIRONMENT • ENERGY CONSERVATION

*This meeting is co-located with

Executive leadership provided by

Must-see plenary session: Advanced Environmental and Safety 
Technologies – Getting the Customer Onboard 

Plus, 26 additional technical and business sessions focusing on 
the future of the automotive industry. 

Register today at sae.com/gim
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Farewells
The following SAE International Members 
recently passed away.

Dennis S. Chrobak, 53 years of SAE 
membership
Dr. Samuel J. Errera, 41 years of SAE 
membership
Gordon Hardy, 50 years of SAE membership
Paul Hasson, 51 years of SAE membership
Douglas C. Kruse, 28 years of SAE 
membership

Dr. John J. Moskwa (SAE Fellow), 28 years of 
SAE membership
Thomas Nesbitt, 45 years of SAE membership
Raymond B. Rehm, 31 years of SAE 
membership
Donald Roskopf, 62 years of SAE membership
Ross M. Stewart, 63 years of SAE membership
Robert H. Thorner, 73 years of SAE 
membership
E. J. Weller, 52 years of SAE membership 

www.sae.org/gim
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Upcoming award deadlines – nominate today
Recognize your peers for their accomplishments through SAE’s award program, which 
offers a wide variety of awards for engineering professionals, faculty, and students in the 
mobility industry. Multiple scholarship opportunities also are available. For more 
information, click on the award’s title or visit awards.sae.org or students.sae.org/
scholarships.

Technology Awards
Clarence L. (Kelly) Johnson Aerospace 
Vehicle Design and Development Award: 
Deadline Dec. 31
Established in 1992, this award recognizes 
individuals who have distinguished 
themselves by making significant 
contributions during their career in the 
innovative design and development of 
advanced aircraft and/or spacecraft. The SAE 
Board of Directors established this award to 
honor the memory of Clarence Johnson and 
the enormous impact he had on the 
aerospace industry. This award is made 
possible through a fund established by the 
Lockheed Advanced Development Company.

William Littlewood Memorial Lecture: 
Deadline Jan. 15 
Established in 1971, this award provides for 
an annual lecture dealing with a broad 
phase of civil air transportation considered 
of current interest and major importance. 
The objective is to advance air transport 
engineering and to recognize those who 
make personal contributions to the field. 

The award perpetuates the memory of 
William Littlewood, the only person ever to 
be president of both SAE (1954) and the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. He was renowned for his 
contributions to the design of, and 
operational requirements for, civil transport 
aircraft. The award consists of a framed 
certificate and a $8,000 honorarium.

Leadership Awards
SAE Ralph K. Hillquist NVH Lifetime 
Achievement Award: Deadline Nov. 1
This award recognizes those individuals who 
have shown a continued contribution to the 
problem of ground vehicle noise, vibration 
and harshness (NVH) over a period of 15 
years or more. The award is intended to 
recognize not only the professional, but also 
the personal qualities of the individual. It 
honors Ralph Hillquist, the founder of the 
Noise & Vibration Conference, and 
recognizes his achievements and 
contributions to the NVH community. The 
Award consists of a plaque presented at the 
SAE Noise & Vibration Conference.

http://awards.sae.org
http://students.sae.org/scholarships
http://students.sae.org/scholarships
http://awards.sae.org/johnson/
http://awards.sae.org/johnson/
http://awards.sae.org/johnson/
http://awards.sae.org/littlewood/
http://awards.sae.org/littlewood/
http://awards.sae.org/hillquist/
http://awards.sae.org/hillquist/
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SAE Sid Olsen Engineering Executive of the 
Year Award: Deadline Mar. 1
Established in 1995, this award recognizes 
an outstanding engineering executive in the 
off-highway industry. Candidates are 
nominated by their employees, colleagues, 
supervisors or the local SAE Section, with 
the nomination supported by another 
individual from the same group. The 
nomination and the supporting document 
should clearly state information to judge the 
individual’s capabilities against the 
qualifications listed below. This award 
honors Sid A. Olsen, his contributions to the 
off-highway industry, and the outstanding 
engineering management values he 
personified. The award consists of a plaque 
bearing Mr. Olsen’s profile and a $1,000 
scholarship donation to the university of the 
recipient’s choice.

Academia Awards 
Ralph R. Teetor Educational Award: 
Deadline Nov. 15
This award recognizes and honors younger 
engineering educators who are successfully 
preparing engineers to meet the challenges 
that face society. This award is administered 
by the Teetor Educational Award Committee 
and consists of a framed certificate, a trip to 
a major SAE meeting, and two years of SAE 
membership.

Student Awards 
Honeywell Outstanding Collegiate Branch 
Award: Deadline Dec. 1 
This award recognizes SAE Collegiate 
Branches for exemplary performance in the 
areas of technical meetings, networking 
opportunities, SAE Collegiate Design Series 
teams, membership and recruitment, and 
community service programs like A World In 
Motion. Branches compete in one of three 
classes based on the number of paid student 
members:
• Class 1 (75+ student members) - $1000
• Class 2 (50 to 74 students) - $850
• Class 3 (25 to 49 students) - $600. 

P1795301

BENEFITS OVERVIEW
As an SAE Member, make sure you’re 
taking advantage of everything we have to 
offer you, like:

•  Technical Knowledge Benefits
•  The Member Connection
•  Publications
•  Spotlight on Design Videos

•  Event and Training Benefits

•  Partner Program Benefits and Savings 
•  Personal and Business Benefits/Services
•  Insurance
•  Travel Services

•  Member Career Tools and Resources
•  SAE Career Counselor Series
• SAE Career Center
• Biennial Salary Study and Calculator
• Award and Recognition Programs

• Volunteer and Engagement Opportunities

http://awards.sae.org/olsen/
http://awards.sae.org/olsen/
http://awards.sae.org/teetor/
http://awards.sae.org/teetor/
http://awards.sae.org/branch/
http://awards.sae.org/branch/
http://awim.sae.org/
http://awim.sae.org/
www.sae.org/membership
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MEMBER BENEFITS 

What’s Happening in the Member Connection
It all starts here: This is your link to SAE’s Membership Community and where you can 
discuss the latest technical topics with other mobility industry engineers, give back through 
volunteerism, learn about your benefits, and much, much more!  

Hot Topics
SAE is a global community—post questions and discuss the 
latest technical topics from anywhere in the world. ADD YOUR 
VOICE TODAY!

FROM THE OPEN FORUM DISCUSSION GROUP: 
Hybrid-vehicle “false advertising”

A Forum participants asks whether carmakers should do more to inform 
customers about the limitations associated with each type of hybrid and 
electric vehicle. Others think it’s not necessary and offer conflicting 
views as to what constitutes a “hybrid” vehicle. — Add your voice!

FROM THE OPEN FORUM DISCUSSION GROUP: 
Stretching the imagination 

Leave it to regular Open Forum participant Jerry Alcone to think out of 
the box in imagining a solution for rising sea levels: more rainwater from 
larger ocean surface leads to more rainfall, which can be used to create a 
na-tional canal system in which electric-powered barges become the 
main mode of transport. Trap rainfall and keep it from draining into the 
oceans, he suggests. — Add your voice!

FROM THE OPEN FORUM DISCUSSION GROUP:
What are you working on?

The Member Connection community manager asks what Open Forum 
participants are working on. Some responses: exhaust extractor for ICE; 
aluminum castings in automotive body-in-white; forced convection ME436 
heat transfer; methane-burning engines; water-droplet phase-change 
study to find root cause of NOx sensor failure. — Add your voice!

What’s New?
Member Connection strives to provide users with helpful new resources. Have you seen this yet?

FROM THE RESOURCE LIBRARY 
Use Emotional Intelligence to Enhance Your Value (Skillshop)
John Clark, Global Marketing Manager at Intertek, headlined a Skillshop at WCX™17: SAE World 
Congress Experience in Detroit, Michigan. In his session, Clark shared some of the dos and don’ts for 
building resumes and participating in an interview. 

http://connection.sae.org/communities/community-home/viewthread?GroupId=67&MessageKey=7f43b6bc-8dd0-4af9-8a44-e194d28c8b4d&CommunityKey=39c496e6-00c8-4e04-ae53-622bd1b560bb&tab=digestviewer
http://connection.sae.org/communities/community-home/viewthread?GroupId=67&MessageKey=e598b0ef-0f42-4abd-bdd7-4026eb88843f&CommunityKey=39c496e6-00c8-4e04-ae53-622bd1b560bb&tab=digestviewer
http://connection.sae.org/communities/community-home/viewthread?GroupId=67&MessageKey=aabddeb1-af1f-481c-a9a3-38344af2c56b&CommunityKey=39c496e6-00c8-4e04-ae53-622bd1b560bb&tab=digestviewer
https://www.sae.org/servlets/login?partner=4435434134374439344644393845303830323537413339463333463438333138&action=http%253a%252f%252fconnection.sae.org%252fviewdocument%252fuse-emotional-intelligence-to-enhan%253fCommunityKey%253dc9c80476-9027-4edc-953c-65bda22ba7a7%2526tab%253dlibrarydocuments
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Volunteer Opportunities
Shape your career and make a real—and 
lasting—impact on your industry. Volunteer with 
SAE today!

Associate Editor
SAE is seeking published authors, with 
knowledge of the peer-review process, to 
become Associate Editors for the following 
journals: “Connected and Automated 
Vehicles”; “Aerospace”; “Alternative 
Powertrains”; “Commercial Vehicles”; 
“Engines”; “Materials and Manufacturing”; 
“Passenger Cars: Electronic and Electrical 
Systems”; “Passenger Cars: Mechanical 
Systems.” Find out more or apply today!

ABET Program Evaluators 
ABET's volunteers are the heart of its 
operations and the face of quality in today's 
technical higher education. More than 2,000 
dedicated technical professionals - faculty, 
deans, department heads, industry leaders, 
government representatives, and private 
practitioners - donate their time and effort to 
ABET each year. Find out more or apply today! 

Enroll as a Mentor in the SAE Mentor Program
Acting as a mentor provides the opportunity 
to grow in your career, network and share 
your knowledge. Not only will you be gaining 
professional skills, but you will be giving back 
to our industry and the next generation. Find 
out more or apply today! 

Learning about future volunteer opportunities from SAE as 
soon as they are available is simple! Just opt in to the 
volunteer pool to receive alerts for future opportunities that 
match your volunteer preferences. You can opt in to the 
volunteer pool and update your volunteer profile by logging 
in to the Member Connection and choosing the dropdowns 
under the volunteer heading. You can also browse the 
opportunities list for all currently available positions. 

SAE Featured Mentor
Xinqun Gui 
Deere & Company 

SAE Mentor Program
Xinqun Gui currently holds a 
senior engineering management 
position at John Deere Power 
Systems with responsibilities in 
powertrain technology, electronic 
controls, and emissions 
compliance. Previously, he served 
as Chief Technologist at Navistar's 
engine division.

Gui’s engineering expertise 
include powertrain controls, 
dynamics system simulation, new 
engine development and critical 
engine components. Holds 18 U.S. 
and international patents, and has 
authored more than ten peer-
reviewed papers in the 
powertrain and controls area.  
Before joining the commercial 
vehicle industry, he obtained a 
Ph.D. in engine and transmission 
controls at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana Champaign. 

His technology interests are 
environment; fuels and energy 
sources; management and 
product development; and power 
and propulsion.

ABET

http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/volunteer-opportunity-details?VolunteerOpportunityKey=c6950298-2139-44c2-bb44-dbf9c45313ae&returnurl=http%3A%2F%2Fconnection.sae.org%2Fvolunteeropportunities%2Fopportunities-list-public%3Fpage%3D2%26ShowPoints%3DTrue%26ShowLocation%3DTrue%26ShowDates%3DTrue%26ShowCECredits%3DTrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3DTrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3DTrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3DTrue%26ShowLocationError%3DFalse%26ShowPoints%3Dtrue%26ShowLocation%3Dtrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3Dtrue%26ShowCECredits%3Dtrue%26ShowDates%3Dtrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3Dtrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3Dtrue%26ShowLocationError%3Dfalse
http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/volunteer-opportunity-details?VolunteerOpportunityKey=c6950298-2139-44c2-bb44-dbf9c45313ae&returnurl=http%3A%2F%2Fconnection.sae.org%2Fvolunteeropportunities%2Fopportunities-list-public%3Fpage%3D2%26ShowPoints%3DTrue%26ShowLocation%3DTrue%26ShowDates%3DTrue%26ShowCECredits%3DTrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3DTrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3DTrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3DTrue%26ShowLocationError%3DFalse%26ShowPoints%3Dtrue%26ShowLocation%3Dtrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3Dtrue%26ShowCECredits%3Dtrue%26ShowDates%3Dtrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3Dtrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3Dtrue%26ShowLocationError%3Dfalse
http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/volunteer-opportunity-details?VolunteerOpportunityKey=86258732-2097-497f-85d5-df2cf27e33c1&returnurl=http%3A%2F%2Fconnection.sae.org%2Fvolunteeropportunities%2Fopportunities-list-public%3Fpage%3D1%26ShowPoints%3DTrue%26ShowLocation%3DTrue%26ShowDates%3DTrue%26ShowCECredits%3DTrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3DTrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3DTrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3DTrue%26ShowLocationError%3DFalse%26ShowPoints%3Dtrue%26ShowLocation%3Dtrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3Dtrue%26ShowCECredits%3Dtrue%26ShowDates%3Dtrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3Dtrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3Dtrue%26ShowLocationError%3Dfalse
http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/volunteer-opportunity-details?VolunteerOpportunityKey=86258732-2097-497f-85d5-df2cf27e33c1&returnurl=http%3A%2F%2Fconnection.sae.org%2Fvolunteeropportunities%2Fopportunities-list-public%3Fpage%3D1%26ShowPoints%3DTrue%26ShowLocation%3DTrue%26ShowDates%3DTrue%26ShowCECredits%3DTrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3DTrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3DTrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3DTrue%26ShowLocationError%3DFalse%26ShowPoints%3Dtrue%26ShowLocation%3Dtrue%26ShowTimeCommitment%3Dtrue%26ShowCECredits%3Dtrue%26ShowDates%3Dtrue%26ShowSignUpDeadline%3Dtrue%26HidePointsIfZero%3Dtrue%26ShowLocationError%3Dfalse
http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/volunteer-opportunity-details?VolunteerOpportunityKey=2f7e4dcb-0366-45c9-b13e-ea9527333ad1&returnurl=http%3A%2F%2Fconnection.sae.org%2Fvolunteeropportunities%3Fpage%3D3
http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/volunteer-opportunity-details?VolunteerOpportunityKey=2f7e4dcb-0366-45c9-b13e-ea9527333ad1&returnurl=http%3A%2F%2Fconnection.sae.org%2Fvolunteeropportunities%3Fpage%3D3
http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/volunteer-opportunity-details?VolunteerOpportunityKey=2f7e4dcb-0366-45c9-b13e-ea9527333ad1&returnurl=http%3A%2F%2Fconnection.sae.org%2Fvolunteeropportunities%3Fpage%3D3
https://www.sae.org/servlets/login?partner=4435434134374439344644393845303830323537413339463333463438333138&action=http%253a%252f%252fconnection.sae.org%252fvolunteeropportunities%252fvolunteer-pool-join
http://connection.sae.org/volunteeropportunities/opportunities-list-public
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Is STEM Important?

Why is it so important to make sure that 
students have access to high-quality STEM 
(science, technology, engineering and 
math) education? The topic of STEM 
education is often in the news and on the 
minds of educators and corporate leaders 
alike. Educators need the tools to ignite an 
interest in STEM, and corporations face the 

challenge of finding STEM-savvy employees. 
By 2022, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
estimates, there will be over five million 
available jobs in STEM related fields in the 
United States alone. 

Science, technology, engineering and 
math permeate nearly every aspect of life. 
They are critical elements to solving many 

An AWIM student checks his construction in preparation for the Glider Challenge.
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FOUNDATION

of humanity’s pressing current and future 
challenges. SAE has been working to 
provide access to quality STEM education to 
every student from kindergarten to college, 
helping students discover their innate 
talents and inspiring their curiosity. 

 SAE’s STEM education programs give 
educators the tools they need to deliver 
inspiring and effective STEM programming 
and prepare students to take their place as 
the next generation of engineers, scientists, 
programmers and mathematicians. 

SAE’s A World In Motion® (AWIM) 
program trains teachers and provides 
hands-on learning experiences for students 
in grades K-8. At the university level, SAE’s 

“I want to express my appreciation for 
AWIM. My son has never been so excited 

about something school related since 
joining AWIM. Every Tuesday afternoon 
I listen to him chatter about his car he’s 

preparing for the contest. I listen to 
his explanation for why his car is not 

performing the way it should and how 
he plans to get optimum performance 

from it.  AWIM has unlocked something 
in him that is magical. His interest in 

school has magnified times ten in the 
last month and especially this week. My 
son told me he’s thinking he may want 

to be a scientist now!”
Anonymous parent 

Collegiate Design Series™ (CDS) provides 
students with real-world technical 
experience and gives them the opportunity 
to build relationships with companies, 
engineers and others in the mobility 
industry. 

None of this happens without your 
support of the SAE Foundation.

The SAE Foundation’s mission is to 
inspire every student and deliver STEM 
education that nourishes their minds and 
awakens their dreams. Your donation or 
volunteerism in support of the SAE 
Foundation’s efforts directly affects 
students by nourishing their minds and 
awakening their dreams of being the next 
great scientist or inventor. Along with 
education programs, SAE Foundation also 
supports more than 50 undergraduate and 
graduate scholarships and recognizes and 
awards lifelong learning with more than 60 
award programs. 

To those of you who have supported 
SAE’s education programs with your time, 
talent, and donations we say thank you. It is 
because of your support that students are 
experiencing what it is like to release their 
curiosity and realize their full potential. 

By Lisa Rogers, Annual Fund and Database specialist, 
SAE Foundation
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CAREER CORNER

Advice to my 22-year-old self

Whenever I have the opportunity to scan a 
resume for a potential employee, I typically 
breeze past information about scholarly 
honors and grade point average and focus 
on his/her area of personal interests. This 
statement may seem like sacrilege coming 
from a university professor. I look at 
extracurricular activities, hobbies and areas 
of service, as these will be indicators of a 

candidate’s true passions.
Some of the greatest engineers in 

history leveraged their passions to come up 
with very creative solutions to the problems 
they were trying to solve. Henry Ford 
considered mechanical devices his books. 
He successfully repaired a very complex 
pocket watch when he was 13, nurturing a 
high degree of mechanical aptitude at a 

Building wooden bicycle frames helps Kinsinger nuture his twin passions for woodworking and cycling.
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CAREER CORNER

young age.
The big breakthrough in solving the 

problem of controlled powered flight came 
when Orville Wright twisted a bicycle inner 
tube box and conceptualized wing warping.

If I see a resume with evidence of 
practical engineering application such as 
SAE Collegiate Design Series competition, 
that resume will rise above a resume with 
purely academic accolades.
 
Be kind to the front line
Another piece of advice: Because 
administrative assistants are the lifeblood of 
an organization, treat them with the utmost 
respect, humor and kindness. Regarding 
technicians: They are the eyes, ears and 
hands in a manufacturing environment; 
nothing will silence a technician faster than 
a prideful engineer. You desperately need 
their help if you want to be successful in 
your endeavors. Therefore, go out of your 
way to show technicians respect. Know their 
names. Show genuine interest in their 
families and hobbies, and share their 
burdens. Encouragement and humility will 
go a long way in breaking down the tension 
that is often present between engineers and 
technicians.

Engineering is not a spectator 
sport
A football game can be described as 22 
individuals in desperate need of rest 

surrounded by 70,000 fanatics in desperate 
need of exercise. Do not go through life as a 
spectator. You are uniquely gifted, and it is 
your mission to find out what those talents 
are and how to use them. Find something 
that you can do as well or better than most.

Final thoughts
Social media and YouTube University can be 
a two-edged sword. You can use the wealth 
of information found on the internet to 
improve yourself, or you can fritter away 
your life simply by being entertained.

Combining your interests can be very 
gratifying. This is a lesson I learned too late 
in life, near my 50th trip around the sun. I 
have been an avid woodworker and an avid 
cyclist since I was a boy. I found a way to 
combine these two passions: I started 
making wooden framed bicycles. I then 
combined those two passions with a third: 
teaching. I have taught dozens of my 
students how to build wooden bicycles. 
These bikes have been pedaled literally all 
over the continent by myself and my 
students, from the Gulf of Mexico to Lake 
Michigan and the west coast to the east 
coast.

Be kind, treat others with respect, and 
find and grow your passion(s). 

By Jay H. Kinsinger, faculty advisor at Cedarville 
University in Ohio
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Post your resume and search job openings at 
www.sae.org/careers/.

Martha Tress
Recruitment Sales Manager
Phone: +1.724.772.7155
Fax: +1.724.776.3087
martha.tress@sae.org

SAE assumes no responsibility for the statements set forth in any 
listing or the availability or existence of such listed positions. SAE 
does not review or warrant the qualifications or statements of 
those responding to a listing.

SAE INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Douglas Patton
President 

Cuneyt L. Oge
2016 President 

Mircea Gradu, PhD
2018 President-Elect

Robert Ireland
Vice President – Aerospace

Carla Bailo
Vice President – 
Automotive

Landon Sproull
Vice President – 
Commercial Vehicle

Pierre Alegre
Treasurer

David L. Schutt, PhD
Chief Executive Officer

Gregory L. Bradley, Esq
Secretary
Haoran Hu, PhD
Alain P. Jablonowski
James R. Keller
Donald Nilson
Eric Tech
Gareth Williams, PhD
Todd Zarfos

SAE International Sections
SAE International Sections are local units comprised of 100 
or more SAE International Members in a defined technical 
or geographic area. The purpose of local Sections is to 
meet the technical, developmental, and personal needs of 
the SAE Members in a given area. There are 42 established 
Sections in the United States and Canada, as well as 
international sections/groups and SAE International  
affiliate organizations. For more information, please visit 
sae.org/sections. 

Collegiate Chapters at SAE International 
Collegiate Chapters are a way for SAE International 
Student Members to get together on their campus and 
develop skills in a student-run and -elected environment. 
Student Members are vital to the continued success and 
future of SAE. While your course work teaches you the 
engineering knowledge you need, participation in your SAE 
Collegiate Chapter can develop or enhance other important 
skills, including leadership, time management, project 
management, communications, organization, planning, 
delegation, budgeting, and finance. There are more than 
150 active Collegiate Chapters. For more information, or 
how to find your local Chapter, please visit students.sae.org/
chapters/collegiate/.

Senior Test Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Analyze, test, 
&validate mechanical durability &performance &dvlp vehicle 
chassis systems such as subframes, control arms, knuckles, 
springs, air induction systems, brake systems (calipers, rotors, 
&hose) &engine covers. Communicate with stakeholders 
to decide on test needs for vehicle chassis components 
&appropriate test methods, &agreed test timing. Analyze 
vehicle subsystem &component real world environment to 
ensure test will accurately reproduce loads, stresses, &strains 
in the parts under test. Use MATLAB &RPC Pro to analyze 
&edit data to be used in the tests. Assess whether test can 
be accelerated using pseudo damage calculation methods. 
Estimate test timing &resources required using MS Project. 
Determine components to be used in test rigs incldg hydraulic 
actuators, accumulators, accelerometers, load cells, strain 
gauges, &data acquisition signal conditioning equipment. 
Analyze test results &offer advice applying engrg knowledge 
of dynamics in mechanical systems to troubleshoot issues 
to Design Engineer. Bachelor, Mechanical or Aerospace 
Engineering, or related. 24 mos exp as Engineer, analyzing, 
testing, &validating mechanical durability &performance 
&dvlpg vehicle chassis systems such as subframes, control 
arms, knuckles, springs, air induction systems, &brake systems.  
Mail resume to Ref#432, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance 
Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.

http://www.sae.org/careers/
http://sae.org/sections
http://students.sae.org/chapters/collegiate/
http://students.sae.org/chapters/collegiate/
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Propulsion Systems Vehicle Systems Engineer, Pontiac, MI, General Motors. Engr, 
dvlp &validate global small psgr car &sport utility vehicle powertrain systems 
for North America &export markets. Integrate Internal Combustion (IC) engines 
&automatic transmissions for different body styles to meet global markets’ 
reqmt for emissions legislation - UNECE &US EPA Federal Test Procedure 
(FTP), CO2/fuel economy, drive qlty &performance. Provide recommendations 
to leadership based on cost, investment, complexity, performance &global 
CO2/fuel economy. Support engine &transmission calibration definition by 
using complexity trees generate by ECM-P tool. Define Program Classification 
&Program Calibration Classifications dictated by Global Vehicle Dvlpmt Process 
&Global Powertrain Dvlpmt Process in accordance with vehicle content scope. 
Ensure that engines &transmissions hardware, software &calibration reqmts 
are included in the timing frame generated by Global Status & Timing System. 
Request calibration vehicles approval for leadership considering engines 
&transmissions hardware changes incldg vehicle characteristics such as Test 
Weight Class, Road Loads, Aero, mass &countries’ reqmts based on FE, CO2 
&emission regs. Bachelor, Mechanical Engrg or Production Engrg. 12 mos exp as 
Powertrain Vehicle System Engr or Powertrain Design Release Engr or related, 
integrating global psgr vehicle IC engines &manual &automatic transmissions 
to meet global markets’ reqmt for emissions legislation (UNECE &FTP), global 
CO2/fuel economy, drive qlty &performance, providing recommendations to 
leadership based on cost, investment, complexity, performance &CO2/fuel 
economy. Mail resume to Ref#739-205, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance 
Center, MC:482-C32-D44, Detroit, MI 48265.

Test and Validation Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Create &execute 
functional safety compliance tests on Hardware in Loop (HIL) simulation 
setup to prove Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) rated ECUs &Active 
Safety features of a vehicle, adhere to ISO26262 “Road Vehicles-Functional 
Safety” standards. Execute Fault Injections Tests using dSpace MicroAutoBox, 
to validate fail-safe action of Active Safety features such as Lane Keep Assist 
(LKA), Low Speed Collision Mitigation Braking, Full Speed Range Adaptive 
Cruise Control, Lane Departure Warning, Advanced Park Assist &SuperCruise 
Lane Centering Control. Dvlp scripts using Automation Test Tool Suite, to 
automate validation of Electronic Transmission Range Selector subsystem. 
Dvlp MATLAB/Simulink models using dSpace RTI blocksets &interface them 
with dSpace ControlDesk projects for CAN, LIN &FlexRay communication 
protocols. Dvlp prototype Simulink model for FlexRay gateway, using dSpace 
FlexRay Configuration Tool. Set up test environment using dSpace ModelDesk 
&MotionDesk, to simulate various virtual Road &Traffic scenarios for validation 
of Front Camera Module. Bachelor, Computer Science &Engrg, Electrical Engrg, 
Electronics Engrg, or related. 12 mos exp as Engineer or IT Analyst, creating 
and/or executing functional safety compliance tests on HIL simulation setup, to 
prove Automotive ASIL rated ECUs &Active Safety features of vehicle adhere 
to ISO26262 standards. Mail resume to Ref#2075, GM Global Mobility, 300 
Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.
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Senior Global Program Development Quality Engineer, Warren, MI, General 
Motors. Dvlp &execute comprehensive Program Quality Plans (PQP) for 
passenger car, SUV, &pickup truck programs throughout the 4-year life cycle 
Global Vehicle Development Process (GVDP) for mid-cycle &new major 
programs, with strategic focus on design, validation &build products to achieve 
Best-In-Segment (BIS) customer satisfaction levels incldg Initial Quality (first 
months of ownership), Long-Term Reliability/Durability (vehicle dependability) 
&Product Excellence (look, feel &function). Support PQP execution focusing 
on dvlpmt of next generation infotainment &Telematics systems. Plan &assure 
Infotainment Quality &Readiness Review (IQRR) gates for sr leadership 
at electrical dvlpmt milestones to assess discipline in execution of cross-
functional deliverables from Quality, Systems Engrg, User Interface, Product 
Engrg, Technical Program Mgmt, Purchasing &Connected Customer Exp. Plan 
&execute the global Capture Test Fleet (CTF) process, incldg the appropriate 
targets for fleet size to exposure of broad range of pre-production vehicles 
to real-world assessment with multiple company car drivers &usage profiles. 
Compile drivers feedback &produce concise mgmt summaries for Vehicle 
Program Directors &Vehicle Chief Engineers. Bachelor, Mechanical or Electrical 
Engineering. 12 mos’ exp as Engineer, dvlpg &executing comprehensive PQP for 
passenger vehicle programs throughout life cycle global vehicle dvlpmt process 
for mid-cycle &new major programs, with focus on design, validation &build 
products to achieve BIS customer satisfaction. Mail resume to Ref#7084, GM 
Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-D44, Detroit, MI 48265.

Lead Creative Sculptor, Warren, MI, General Motors. Dvlp Class A car, truck &SUV 
surfaces &3D digital full size models from released data of production quality 
conventional &LED exterior lighting systems, according to GM specifications 
for major international high volume vehicle production programs. Analyze 
&use/apply engrg &design criteria &regulatory engrg, lighting &safety reqmts 
to build production Class A models using Autodesk Alias software. Interpret, 
define, conceptualize &execute unique solutions to technical challenges 
&provide creative proposals to capture design intent from initial concept 
through mass production, while directly collaborating with engrg, packaging, 
&tooling teams. Lead virtual reviews, design reviews, peer reviews, &mgmt 
reviews with engineers &suppliers. Translate design intent into the 3D digital 
(using Autodesk Alias, Unigraphics NX &Teamcenter) surfaces incldg design 
sensitivity, aesthetic proportions, brand identity, customer focus, &attention to 
detail. Release digital models according to production standards &hard releases 
in Teamcenter. Deliver project surface models on time as per various Decision 
Fixed Points (DFP) over vehicle dvlpment timeline. Bachelor, Transportation 
Design, Product Design or Design. 12 mos exp as Digital Sculptor or Digital 
Modeler, translating design intent into 3D digital (using Autodesk Alias, UG 
&Teamcenter) surfaces incldg design sensitivity, aesthetic proportions, brand 
identity, customer focus, &attention to detail. Mail resume to Ref#7084, GM 
Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.
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Advanced Program Engineering Manager, Warren, MI, General Motors. Perform 
engrg dvlpmt in advanced phases for future major global emerging market 
B segment, small passenger &mid-size truck full architectures for emerging 
markets such as China, India, Brazil &Mexico, from Architecture Framing 
Initiation, Architecture Statement of Strategic Intent, to Architecture Approval. 
Identify all regional engrg, legal &marketing reqmts for engrg team members 
to dvlp future (2022 MY &beyond) powertrain, chassis, BIW, closures, exterior, 
thermal, interior &electrical systems. Specify &balance dimensional, mass, 
customer reqmts &program imperatives such as cost &EBITA. Ensure new 
vehicle architectures meet legal such as Euro NCAP, UN ECE, CONTRAN/
CONAMA, China CNCAP, China GBs (Guobiao standards), Latin America 
NCAP, Korea OBD, Australia ADRs, India AIS &South Africa SABS), &customer/
marketing reqmts for country of sale of targeted architecture. Identify, analyze, 
determine &validate key definitions such as payload, wheel base, tread (width 
of car), engine &transmission types, crashworthiness (passenger safety), 
&durability, in early stages of vehicle program dvlpmt. Bachelor, Mechanical, 
Electrical, or Electronics Engrg. 12 mos exp as Asst Program Engrg Manager, 
Program Engrg Manager or Project Engrg Manager, performing engrg dvlpmt in 
advanced phases or execution phases for future major global emerging market 
passenger vehicle full architectures for emerging markets such as China, India, 
Brazil &Mexico, identifying regional engrg, legal &marketing reqmts for engrg 
team members to dvlp future powertrain, chassis, BIW, &interior systems. Mail 
resume to Ref#124, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-
C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.

Thermal Performance Engineer, Milford, MI, General Motors. Create, identify, 
&resolve new engrg solutions &methodologies to engr &dvlp future car, 
crossover, SUV &hybrid vehicle thermal systems incldg condensers, radiators, 
CFMs, coolant pumps, oil coolers, battery cooling systems, aero shutters 
&Energy Storage Systems. Ensure global delivery of future, advanced thermal 
systems in compliance with emissions &safety regulations (U.S., China, &RoW) 
at different stages of the vehicle dvlpmt process. Maintain propulsion systems 
at optimal temperatures &evaluate thermal system performance derived from 
design studio specifications, engine dynamometer testing, climactic wind 
tunnel testing, &aero testing, &vehicle mfg &assy reqmts. Use instrumentation 
equipment &data acquisition systems such as flow meters, thermocouples, 
different types of sensors, ETAS, INCA &IPEtroniks to collect data to understand 
&study various vehicle thermal systems. Prepare management summaries 
&reports that meet the needs of Directors &Chief Engrs. Master, Mechanical, 
Aerospace or Chemical Engrg. 6 mos' exp as Engineer, maintaining propulsion 
systems at optimal temperatures &evaluating thermal system performance 
derived from design studio specifications, climatic wind tunnel testing, aero 
testing, &vehicle mfg reqmts. Mail resume to Ref#3760-359C, GM Global 
Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.
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General Assembly Launch Manager, Roanoke, IN, General Motors. Lead, 
design, &install equipment, assembly process, controls, automation systems 
(Production &Maintenance), &assembly aids for integration of new product with 
current product at Integration Vehicle Engineer Release (IVER) phase in Pre-
Production Operation (PPO). Coordinate activities to meet project milestones 
for equipment installation &process validation – Manufacturing Confirmation 
Builds. Supervise &lead team of 3 Production Engineers &15 hourly Subject 
Matter Experts (line assemblers with 5-20 years of GM employment experience, 
&substantial training in production, qlty, safety, &Global Manufacturing System 
(GMS), &ensure that subordinate team dvlp processes to achieve 56 MPH. Lead 
engrg to dvlp controls &automation systems in vehicle assembly plants incldg 
PLCs, HMIs, engrg drawings to support Production Maintenance Partnership 
implementation. Lead slow builds with 3D products to determine process 
&products impacts, issuing Problem Resolution Teams for process &product 
to apply changes. Meet with engrg &product dvlpmt &design to assign 
owners &revolve design &manufacturing problems. Evaluate engrg drawings, 
blueprint &improve vehicle assembly automation processes incldg conveyors 
&general assembly shop processes to analyze the critical issues using proven 
problem solving tools &methods &resolve them with cross functional teams. 
Prepare mgmt summaries &reports for Plant Manager &Director. Master, 
Industrial Engrg, Engrg (Quality &Productivity Systems), or related. Twelve 
months’ experience as Engineer, Plant Planner, or Production &Maintenance 
Coordinator, leading, designing, &installing assembly processes, controls 
&automation systems for integration of new product with current product 
at pre-production or production phase at vehicle assembly plant or vehicle 
stamping plant. Mail resume to Ref#2968, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance 
Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.
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Senior Research Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Research, engr, &apply 
predictive analytics to mfg systems for information extraction to improve 
production control &optimize decisions under uncertainty. Plan research 
related to powertrain mfg process monitoring, decision analysis &qlty control. 
Combine traditional qlty methods-SixSigma, DFSS &SQC-with predictive 
analytics &process monitoring techniques to advance mfg qlty standards. 
Conduct research &apply predictive analytics &optimization techniques 
to create empirical models to represent discrete event &real stochastic 
complex mfg systems that enable plant engrs to predict behaviors &control 
production. Analyze massive amount of process data using Statistical Analysis 
Software to speed up engrg &scientific discovery in mfg science. Dvlp novel 
empirical-model selection criterion &validation methods to select the best 
candidate model with respect to generalization &parsimony. Design multiple 
classifier system, investigate the interaction between multiple classification 
architectures for binary classification to identify the general prediction 
superiority of a particular combination scheme under uncertainty. Dvlp novel 
machine learning algorithms &methods aimed at improving classification 
performance. Apply MATLAB to generate the algorithm’s results. Master, 
Industrial Engrg or Mechanical Engrg. Six months’ experience as Engineer, 
Researcher, or Teaching Assistant, conducting research aimed at empirical 
modeling, optimizing complex systems, &applying predictive analytics to 
mfg or stochastic systems for information extraction to improve production 
control &optimize decisions under uncertainty. Mail resume to Ref#3440, GM 
Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.

Systems Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Create tools for ongoing 
analysis of global Gen 10 (NGI 2.5 component) current MY17 &beyond 
Telematics Control Platform to identify &resolve performance issues related 
to Global Navigation Satellite System Dead Reckoning (GNSS)/DR. Analyze 
&parse data for better understanding &error analysis. Engage with Systems 
Engrg team to identify, analyze &resolve emerging field issues. Perform post 
process of GNSS data to apply differential corrections based on Continuously 
Operating Reference Station CORS data. Monitor GPS location messages using 
VehicleSpy. Create initial test procedures &cases from specifications, report 
defects in functionality &provide logs through a database for ECU suppliers. 
Write Location &Navigation Specifications. Transfer Global Infotainment 
Specifications in DOORS. Master, Electronics Engrg, Photonics Engrg, or related. 
12 mos exp as Engineer, monitoring GPS location messages using VehicleSpy, 
creating initial test procedures &cases from specifications, reporting defects in 
functionality &providing logs through a database for ECU suppliers. Mail resume 
to Ref#2564, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, 
Detroit, MI 48265.
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Senior Architecture Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Coordinate &lead 
Rear Compartment &Front Compartment/Chassis (Front/Lower) Integration 
Team meetings (body, electrical, interior, exterior, chassis engineers) &integrate 
components &modules into dedicated Architectures to achieve optimized 
engineered designs. Dvlp architectural criteria for road surface ground lines, 
tire flops, vehicle jacking, towing, tire positions, license plates, fascia &front/rear 
bumper beams for U.S. &global (Europe, Asia &China) safety &homologation 
reqmts. Create typical sections &provide input to Studio Engrs for styling 
surface creation. Ensure Decision Fixed Points deliverables are met at project 
sync points defined by project timeline. Measure trunk volumes &compare with 
benchmark vehicles. Perform trunk volume measurements using TrunkPacker 
software &verify physically on mockup &preproduction passenger vehicles. 
Perform engine roll in Vismockup &UGNX for engine surrounding parts 
&check for issues about interference. Perform mfg &assy feasibility anlys for 
powertrain marriage &tool accessibility. Use Unigraphics NX to perform assy 
checks. Bachelor, Mechanical, Production, or Industrial Engineering. 60 mos’ 
exp as Engineer, Consultant, or Project Manager, coordinating &leading Rear 
Compartment or Front/Lower Integration Team meetings (body, electrical, 
interior, exterior, chassis engineers) &integrating components &modules into 
dedicated Architectures in order to achieve optimized engineered designs. 
Mail resume to Ref#1551, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-
C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.

Design Release Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Lead, integrate &release 
hybrid &electric passenger car battery packs. Plan &lead Product Dvlpmt 
Team meetings incldg China engrg interface. Design &release battery pack 
systems &subcomponents incldg lower trays, structural components, harnesses, 
cooling systems, &VITM modules). Coordinate validation testing. Plan &lead 
problem resolution activities for structural components within the battery 
&interfacing structures. Use UGNX to design, check designs, &run analysis 
as required. Provide trade study analysis as decision tool for design trade-off 
activities. Use MATLAB, &ANSYS, UGNX, Teamcenter VisMockup, HyperWorks 
&AutoForm to perform &evaluate FE simulations &DFM analysis of structural 
components &provide design direction. Design &release Rechargeable Energy 
Storage System structural components as workload dictates. Sign off &track 
any deviations in builds from plan for structural components. Use optimization 
techniques, Design of Experiments (DOE) &DFSS to dvlp cost effective &mass 
optimized vehicle body structures improving tooling cost, fuel efficiency 
&crash safety. Prepare management summaries &report-outs that meet the 
needs of Directors &Chief Engrs. Master, Mechanical Engrg, Electrical Engrg, or 
Energy Systems Engrg. 6 mos’ exp as Engineer, using MATLAB, ANSYS, UGNX, 
Teamcenter VisMockup, &AutoForm to perform &evaluate FE simulations 
&DFM analysis of structural components &provide design direction to Design 
Engrs. Mail resume to Ref#620-10, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, 
MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.
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Maintenance &Controls Specialist, New Boston, MI, Brose North America. Create 
&debug programs &parameterize electrical Current Monitoring Device (VPM) 
using Verspulbox software for testing mechanic assemblies &errors of power 
window regulator such as miswound window regular cables, stuck pulleys 
&motor current deviation by reading the graphic behavior of continuous current 
motors to make technical decisions based on motor technical specifications. 
Create communication interfaces between VPM &machine controllers to validate 
results generated by VPM. Train new production Engineers to parameterize 
VPM &teach VPM functions. Design Siemens PLC systems according to Brose 
standards to ensure top qlty of mechatronic components. Create software 
functions in programming languages such as Graph-7, Statement List Language 
(STL), Structured Control Language (SCL), &Function Block Diagram (FBD). 
Create Data Blocks to manage data. Create algorithms in Siemens PLC to 
evaluate analog results from devices incldg LVDTs, load cells, torque cells &servo 
motors making the conversion from volts to metric units such as millimeter 
(mm), Kilonewton (kN) &Kilonewton-meter (kN-m) to provide measurement 
results by developing PLC software dedicated to mathematical calculations. 
Program machines to optimize &assure JIT/JIS delivery of Brose mechatronic 
systems to OEM customers in accordance with internal/external technical 
specifications of door modules/window regulators; tailgate spindle drives; 
Touchless Handsfree Access; &seat systems. 24 mos’ exp as Maintenance 
Technician or PLC Programmer, designing Siemens PLC systems to ensure qlty 
of mechatronic components, &creating software functions in programming 
languages such as Graph-7, STL, SCL, &FBD. Mail resume to Ref#146, Human 
Resources, 3933 Automation Ave, Auburn Hills, MI 48326.

Design Release Engineer-Active Safety, Warren, MI, General Motors. Create, 
design, dvlp, execute, deploy, &validate, using MATLAB &C/C++, ADAS Map 
Module (AMM). Coordinate AMM internal design dvlpmt &design execution 
by ECU suppliers. Act as key stakeholder on AMM, setting all module software 
&hardware requirements for dvlpmt teams to meet ECU production milestones 
&deadlines. Perform root cause analysis of issues including logging &analyzing 
CAN bus data using neoVI &VehicleSpy. Manage Tier I suppliers for successful 
integration &execution of 4G LTE &Wi-Fi Over the Air (OTA) end to end system 
through design &implementation of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). 
Use 4G LTE &Wi-Fi to design end to end systems for OTA ADAS AMM map 
downloads. Use Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 &4G LTE, analyze &select supplier concepts 
for OTA end to end feature to download delta maps into the ECU. Design end 
to end system flow for the active safety maps from the supplier to the customer 
through dealership &OTA updates, by involving cross functional backend IT 
systems. Perform system, sub-system &component level DFMEA to identify 
any possible safety concerns &address them in the design. Master, Electrical 
or Electronics Engrg. 12 mos exp as Software Engineer or Software Developer, 
designing &implementing APIs for 4G LTE systems, or related. Mail resume 
to Ref#31181, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, 
Detroit, MI 48265.
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Supplier Development Manager, Brose North America, Inc., Auburn Hills, MI. 
Administer &lead Brose NAFTA Region supplier base. Mentor &guide regional 
commodity buyers to issue first visit questionnaire to potential automotive 
mechatronics components &systems suppliers &review potential supplier 
feedback.  Evaluate &approve Supplier Technology Audits covering the product 
life cycle from design through to production release &warranty to ensure 
that potential supplier future compliance with ISO/TS16949 QMS &VDA 6.3 
automotive standards &reqmts. Conduct audits as necessary given workload 
reqmts. Supervise 6 reporting Supplier Dvlpmt Engrs, &ensure adherence to 
corporate principles &procedures. Evaluate &approve Supplier performance 
scorecards with regard to supplier qlty (components, design issues, productivity, 
&stamping, welding, &molding mfg process), &logistics (on time delivery, 
labeling, packaging &shortages/overages). Lead internal Customer Teams 
&external resources in internal &ISO organization QMS audits by defining 
supplier onboard process. Assist suppliers in dvlping qlty &operating systems 
leading to cost reductions &process improvements, these would include Value 
Stream Mapping, SMED, 5S Principles, Overall Equipment Efficiency, Problem 
Solving Process &Circle of Success workshops. Bachelor, Industrial or Mechanical 
Engineering. 24 mos’ exp as Supplier Development Engineer, Supplier Quality 
Engineer, or Supplier Quality Supervisor, evaluating &approving automotive 
mechatronics systems &components supplier performance scorecards with 
regard to supplier qlty (components, design issues, productivity, &stamping, 
welding, &molding mfg process), &logistics (on time delivery, labeling, 
packaging &shortages/overages). Mail resume to Ref#2932, Human Resources, 
3933 Automation Ave, Auburn Hills, MI 48326.
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Senior Ergonomics Process Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Design 
&evaluate human work systems in high volume vehicle assy plant environment, 
optimizing productivity &safety using computer-aided design, engrg, &mfg 
(CAD/CAE/CAM) software packages such as AutoCAD, UG NX, &3D human 
modeling simulation tool XSens. Use Siemens Jack &Process Simulate Human to 
perform virtual assessments, evaluate CAD math data, assess manufacturability 
of components in Paint, BIW, GA, Powertrain &Value Added Assembler mfg 
processes (tooling, eqpmt, conveyors, work stations &facilities) incldg human 
performance &safety, identify no build situations, &assess mfg operations to 
determine acceptability of work tasks required of assy operators. Use 3D Math 
Digital Human Model simulations to ensure technical ergonomic options are 
understood &acceptable for implementation on new programs &focus factory 
applications. Coach &mentor new team members, Junior Ergonomists, interns 
&Ergonomics Process Engrs on use of ergonomics tools, techniques &software 
&provide technical direction. Support vehicle &powertrain programs to meet 
ergonomics reqmts &work to eliminate &/or reduce systemic ergonomics issues 
during AVD phase. Coordinate future program ergonomics activities for multi-
plant/multi-region programs. Master, Human Kinetics or Kinesiology. 6 mos’ exp 
as Ergonomist, Ergonomics Consultant, or related, using Jack &Process Simulate 
Human to perform virtual assessments, evaluate CAD math data, assess 
manufacturability of components &Paint, BIW, GA, &Powertrain mfg processes 
(tooling, eqpmt, work stations &facilities) incldg human performance &safety, 
identify no build situations, &assess mfg operations to determine acceptability 
of work tasks required of assy operators. Mail resume to Ref#12024, GM Global 
Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.

Design Release Engineer-Lower Structures, Warren, MI, General Motors. Evaluate 
&check, using UGNX &Teamcenter, BIW structures, materials, subcomponents 
such as front rail assy, cross members &plenum, &assy holding fixtures. Evaluate 
material properties, work with &resolve cold rolled, advanced high strength 
steel (AHSS), ultra-high strength steel (UHSS), rolled formed materials &related 
technical build issues for GM assy plants &supplier mfg plants to ensure that 
BIW parts conform to build-to-print &meet timely vehicle launch objectives 
for new passenger vehicles.  Review die design &approve assy fixtures with 
supplier qlty team to ensure dimensional tolerance &part qlty reqmts are met. 
Work with supplier, internal cost engrg &mfg teams to ensure design &process 
driven changes are implemented with minimal cost &timing impact. Use DFSS 
&Design of Experiments tools to optimize package &performance of BIW parts 
that are mass &cost efficient. Use E-squared sys to authorize design changes on 
supplier &inhouse components &assemblies. Master, Mechanical, Automotive, 
or Metallurgical Engineering. 6 mos’ exp as Engineer, evaluating &checking, 
using UGNX &Teamcenter, BIW structures, materials, subcomponents such as 
front rail assy, cross members &plenum, &assy holding fixtures. Mail resume to 
Ref#1220-8, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, 
Detroit, MI 48265. 
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Global Propulsion Systems (GPS) Planning Manager, Pontiac, MI, General Motors. 
Determine portfolio of global &regional engines &transmissions for compact 
Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs), across global segments. Supervise GPS Plan 
Analyst. Evaluate consumers’ needs, market &research results, competitors’ 
engines &transmissions, potential upgrades in performance such as power 
&torque, fuel efficiency, noise, vibration, cost, mfg footprint &vehicle program 
characteristics. Evaluate General Motors existing &future engines &transmissions 
characteristics, mfg footprint &capacity. Establish portfolio considering 
consumer satisfaction, internal resources (capital &manpower), complexity of 
gasoline &diesel engines, manual &automatic transmissions, drive types such 
as FWD &AWD, &global &emerging markets with varying homologation, fuel 
&vehicle safety reqmts, &overall program profitability. Support GPS Planning 
Executive Director on strategic studies such as evaluation of future capital 
allocation for engine &transmissions dvlpmt &mfg capacity installation in 
comparison with future market trends, incldg electrification. Determine impact 
of electrification &other market changes in future needs, &establish best 
allocation of capital. Bachelor, Mechanical, Electrical, or Industrial Engineering. 
12 mos’ exp as Propulsion Systems Planner, Powertrain Systems Planner, or 
Planning Manager, establishing engines &transmissions portfolio for passenger 
vehicles, considering consumer satisfaction, resources (capital &manpower), 
complexity of gasoline &diesel engines, manual/automatic transmissions, drive 
types such as FWD/AWD, regional and/or emerging markets with homologation, 
fuel &vehicle safety reqmts, &overall program profitability. Mail resume to 
Ref#1625, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, 
Detroit, MI 48265.

CAE Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Characterize standard material 
cards based on the test data using LS Dyna to support CAE production 
teams in vehicle crash safety simulations. Correlate CAE simulation results 
to physical tests &present them to cross functional teams.  Research &dvlp 
advanced fracture models like Generalized Incremental Stress State dependent 
Models in LS Dyna to improve CAE predictability in Crash Safety simulations 
to predict crack initiation &propagation in automotive structures. Dvlp 
methodology &characterize dynamic material cards to address strain rate 
effect in Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS) &Ultra High Strength Steels 
(UHSS). Dvlp anisotropic failure model, Mat Add Generalized Damage for the 
Aluminum &Magnesium extrusions that are used in the front &rear bumper 
crush beams of the vehicle to predict energy absorption in crash simulations 
with high accuracy. Provide technical direction for joint projects in Auto-Steel 
Partnership consortium. Master, Mechanical or Automotive Engineering. 6 mos’ 
exp as Engineer, dvlpg methodology &characterizing dynamic material cards 
to address strain rate effect in AHSS &UHSS. Mail resume to Ref#45852, GM 
Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-D44, Detroit, MI 48265.
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Advance Cost Engineer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Initiate &drive cost-
effective decisions to establish optimized, directional material cost &vendor 
tooling impact for these vehicle programs. Analyze &optimize passenger 
vehicle BIW exterior &closure systems incldg door systems, decklids, hoods, 
fenders, liftgates, &outside rear view mirrors, &stampings (brackets, rails, side 
panels, &links); plastic parts (injected molded brackets &components); &part 
drawings using Teamcenter VisMockup software in order to obtain technical 
data such as dimensions, tolerances, materials, material properties, &related 
assy reqmts, &Teamcenter Product Cost Management (TcPCM) costing tool. 
Articulate available donor vehicle cost estimates, key cost drivers (incldg 
content definition, regional factors &brand / segment assumptions) &content 
alignment / tradeoffs to teams across GM various business units &to all levels 
within the organization. Observe &translate component mfg process parameters 
into key cost drivers. Support General Motors engrg &purchasing teams during 
planning stage of early vehicle development. Master, Mechanical Engrg. 6 mos 
exp as Engineer, analyzing &optimizing passenger vehicle body exterior systems 
incldg roof or door systems, &stampings &plastic parts; &part drawings using 
VisMockup to obtain technical data such as dimensions, materials, material 
properties, &related assy reqmts, &costing tool such as TcPCM or FTI Sheet 
Metal Forming Simulation. Mail resume to Ref#20191, GM Global Mobility, 300 
Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.

Lead Creative Designer, Warren, MI, General Motors. Lead &perform design 
&dvlpmt of full vehicle exterior body in white systems, incldg doors, roof 
systems, hoods, rocker panels, fenders, front/rear fascia, A/B/C/D pillars, head 
lamps, tail lamps, turn signals, wheels, radiator grilles, outside rear view mirrors 
&antennas, door handles, roof racks &LED systems, using Photoshop, Alias, 
Showcase, &VRED. Dvlp &present creative designs that investigate packaging 
layouts &push engrg solutions. Responsible for Surface &Line evaluation 
&manipulation. Provide early sets of theme sketches &proposals in artistic/
stylistic form, using conventional &digital pen drawing skills, &then devise 
exact, high definition, photo-realistic 2D imaging &3D models of these initial 
theme sketches. Translation of 2D design sketches into 3D forms through clay 
modeling. Lead &advise teams of clay modelers, milling machine operators, 
&digital sculptors on industrial design themes &design intent. Consult with 
engrg teams &suppliers to resolve feasibility issues incldg productivity, safety 
regulation &cost optimization. Modify styling surfaces to achieve engrg &mfg 
feasibility, while continuing to improve surface qlty as part of design refinement 
from initial drawing release to final production output. Bachelor, Industrial 
Design or Transportation Design. 12 mos exp as Automotive Designer, Creative 
Designer, or related, performing design of full vehicle exterior body in white 
systems, incldg doors, roof systems, hoods, rocker panels, fenders, front/rear 
fascia, A/B/C/D pillars, lamps, wheels, &LED systems, using Alias, Showcase, 
&VRED. Mail resume to Ref#18880, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, 
MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.
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Industrial Engineer, Brose North America, Auburn Hills, MI. Plan &prepare 
production schedules for Brose plants supplying mechatronic vehicle door, 
seat, latch, &small motor components to OEMs. Dvlp concepts &reqmts for 
new equipment considering ergonomic theories &standard Method Time 
Measurement using TiCon software &SAP mfg module to optimize workplace 
design to produce Brose mechatronic systems &systems such as door, seat, 
latch, &small motor components in a high-volume mfg plant environment. 
Prepare &coordinate plant facilities &infrastructure to receive &install new 
equipment, such as End of Line Tester, through layouts using AutoCAD following 
the standard norms for layout creation in the Brose Production System. Write 
design specifications for processes such as end of line tester for electrical 
&vibration, to corporate norms &U.S./Canadian/Mexican federal operator safety 
&ergonomic reqmts. Plan for mass production of all Brose original equipment 
mechatronic components throughout respective product life cycles, with an 
emphasis on assy logistics &qlty with customer teams. Prepare investment 
proposals for projects in coordination with Customer Team Controlling 
Department &Production Technology Dept. Master, Industrial Engrg or Industrial 
Technology. 6 mos exp as Engineer, preparing automotive component mfg plant 
facilities &infrastructure to receive &install new equipment through layouts using 
AutoCAD in production system. Mail resume to Ref#332-112, Human Resources, 
3933 Automation Ave, Auburn Hills, MI 48326.

Vendor Tooling Cost Analyst, Warren, MI, General Motors. Engineer &dvlp 
innovative strategies to maximize part mfg processes, while optimizing vendor 
tool investment, component piece price, &logistics. Review, optimize &audit 
tool design &costs for stamped components; high pressure die cast (HPDC) 
components; interior trim – metallic components; chassis – metallic components; 
&tool technologies for forgings, progressive dies, sand casted processes, transfer 
dies, line dies, metal extrusion, bending, fixtures, &gages, using Siemens 
TcPCM tool costing software. Assist engineers in dvlpmt of vehicle interior/
exterior trim components &related processes, assuring achievement of optimal 
acoustic performance, incldg reductions in “buzz, squeak, &rattle” related issues. 
Collaborate with Product Engrg to optimize component designs for efficient 
tool construction &reuse of existing parts throughout Global Vehicle Dvlpmt 
Process. Interface with Product Engrg, Program Execution Teams, Purchasing, 
Mfg, &other cross-functional groups to realize optimal tooling engrg strategies. 
Associate, Mechanical Engrg Technology or Manufacturing Engrg Technology. 
24 mos’ exp as Tooling Auditor, Tooling Technologist, or related, auditing tool 
design &costs for stamped components; HPDC components; interior trim – 
metallic components; chassis – metallic components; &tool technologies for 
forgings, progressive dies, sand casted processes, transfer dies, line dies, metal 
extrusion, bending, fixtures, &gages. Mail resume to Ref#148, GM Global Mobility, 
300 Renaissance Center, MC:482-C32-D44, Detroit, MI 48265.
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